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Model: ON-PT23M9A

4MP 2.4G Wifi IP Network

Features: 
2MP Bullet and 2MP
tracking and capturing;
Support dual light, human shape and intelligence (line mixing, area care, etc.);
wireless connections
Support 2D/3D noise
Advanced H.265AI

GB/T17626.5 
Support ONVIF;access
Support various 
Support cloud technology,easy

PT23M9A
2.4G Wifi IP Network
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noise reduction,digital
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 and IEC61000
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 mobile monitoring(iPhone,Android);
technology,easy

PT23M9A 
2.4G Wifi IP Network

cameras spliced
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reduction,digital wide
compression,Super
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 party; 

monitoring(iPhone,Android);
technology,easy to achieve

2.4G Wifi IP Network Camera

spliced into 4MP

Support dual light, human shape and intelligence (line mixing, area care, etc.);

wide dynamic; 
compression,Super low rate,high

monitoring(iPhone,Android); 
achieve network penetration,fro

Camera                        

4MP with clear and

Support dual light, human shape and intelligence (line mixing, area care, etc.);

 
rate,high definition
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and detailed image;

Support dual light, human shape and intelligence (line mixing, area care, etc.);

definition quality of image;

 in-line and alarm
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image; Support human
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image; Professional

alarm information
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Support human shape

Support for wired and 

Professional anti-lightning,conform 
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Specification: 
 

Model ON-PT23M9A 

DSP Dual-core 32-bit DSP（XM650V200）,pure hard compression ,watch dog 
Sensor 2 pcs 1080P 1/2.8" SC233A CMOS sensor 
Video compression H.265AI coding,support dual stream,AVI;0.1M~10Mpbs variable 
Min.Illumination Color：0.01Lux @(F1.2,AGC ON); 0 Lux with IR 

Black/White: 0.001 Lux @ (F1.2,AGC ON),0 Lux with IR 
Resolution Main stream: 1920*2160@12fps; sub-stream:800*896@12fps 
Shutter 1/50(1/60)s to 1/10,000s 
Lens 3.6MM + 6MM 
Day and night Full color + IR vision + Duble Light   Alert Can be set via App 
Noise reduction Support 2D/3D, D-WDR 
Wide dynamic Support 
Audio compression G.711 standard compression,support two-way Bidrectional Talk,support 

for audio and video synchronization 

Network 2.4GHz WiFi + RJ45 Port, 10/100M adaptive 
Alarm I/O N/A 
Pan/Tilt Horizontal:350°, Vertical: 90° 
Reset Support 
Storage mode Local TF card,( up to 128G); cloud storage(extra charge) 
Intelligence analysis Supporting human detection ,support to customizing other intelligent 

functions 
Other function It supports remote monitoring of mobile client, push message after alarm of human figure 

detection, and supports MJPEG 
capture; 

ONVIF support 
Mobile monitoring Support Android/IOS APP (iCSee),from Google paly or iOS APP store. 
Power DC12V 
Dimension 17cm*14cm*25cm 
Package 22.5cm*22cm*13cm 

 


